
Objective Advisory Services and Oversight 
for Technology Integration and Procurement
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System Design and Technology Integration Advisors that Work for You.

In our experience there is often a gap between those who produce technology and those who use it. 

Unfortunately this gap can result in problematic and complicated technology-based systems that do 

not meet end-user expectations. Human Circuit bridges that gap, by providing our clients with sound 

technology planning and brand neutral system design that simplifies the user experience and improves 

business success.

ARC Services

ADVOCACY

•   Independent and objective advisory services for  
informed decisions related to budgets, total cost,  
long-term performance and support

•   Collaboration with stakeholders  to insure functional  
planning and appropriate system design

•  Brand-neutral technology recommendations 

•   Technology procurement and integration without  
con!ict of interest  

•  Oversight of system integration and implementation

•  Comprehensive system support  
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Insight Advisory 

Technology-based systems are only 
smart investments if a viable business 
perspective - with attention focused 
on existing workflows, problems, goals 
and communication challenges - is the 
driver to support this approach. We 
begin with a thorough needs analysis 
and programming phase to create a 
comprehensive plan for the design  
and implementation of the project.

Project Management 

Complete planning, oversight, and  
supervision of the project logistics  
and of integration milestones.

Engineering Oversight

Technical supervision of integration, 
with complete commissioning, testing, 
programming and training.

Support Services

Comprehensive and versatile  
support programs with preventative 
maintenance, remote monitoring,  
diagnostics and remediation. 

Ancillary Services

While equipment acquisition and 
integration services can be contracted 
from third parties directly by the client, 
Human Circuit can also provide these 
as additional services upon request. 

ARC Services are focused on:

•  Architects

•   Construction and Project  
Management Groups

•   Project and Property Development 
Companies 

“ Human Circuit works to understand client needs and  
expectations not to sell the most expensive equipment. If a 
higher level of technology is requested, value is always the 
driver. They thoughtfully walk clients through the choices 
and always suggest what makes sense based on specific  
requests and workflow requirements. They always have  
the least disruptive approach when taking on a project  
and are very professional and creative thinkers.”

—Javorka Saracevic - Sr. Project Manager, AtSite

RESPONSIBILITY

•   To understand our client’s business environment,  
culture and objectives 

•   To recommend the technology that will enhance the  
work environment and create return on investment

•   To understand both immediate investment and total  
cost of ownership

•   To be completely accountable for the integrity of the 
system(s) design

•   To support the recommended technology for both  
the short and long term

COMMITMENT 
•   To represent the client "rst and foremost and  

to focus on their mission and goals

•   To work seamlessly with architectural and  
project planning and management teams to  
create ef"ciencies in time and cost

•   To go beyond simple consulting into a model  
that supports the client from concept through  
technology lifespan



9120 Gaither Rd, Gaithersburg, MD 20877

Main 240-864-4000  |  Fax 240-864-0013

ARC@humancircuit.com

www.humancircuit.com/ARC

Since 1965, Human Circuit has been dedicated to providing technology planning and design/integration  

solutions to our clients in need of advanced video, audio, control and IT systems for use in demanding  

professional environments. With an engineering and IT-centric core, Human Circuit designs and architects  

intuitive solutions that are aligned with a company’s business objectives, anticipated growth and user needs.

Our extensive portfolio includes work for corporations and business enterprises, medical and healthcare  

facilities, federal, state and local governments, broadcast and television production studios, command and  

control centers, distance learning and higher education institutions, training facilities, and judicial centers.


